Dennis Siver Tests Positive For hCG
Dennis D. Siver, the Russian-German mixed martial artist who competes in the
featherweight division of the Ultimate Fighting Championship (UFC), has tested positive
for human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG).
The naturally-occurring hormone in both males and females is on the banned
substances' list of many sports due to frequency in use with anabolic androgenic
steroids. HCG is commonly used by male athletes and bodybuilders to boost
testosterone production and may also be used to lose weight. It is used as a fertility
drug by women.
According to a confirmation by Nevada State Athletic Commission chairman Francisco
Aguilar, an “appropriate complaint” against the mixed martial artist was being prepared.
It is believed Siver may serve a temporary suspension and will have the opportunity to
make an appeal against the suspension. However, he may face a full suspension, a
fine, and a potential overturning of his win over Manny Gamburyan at UFC 168 on
December 28 in Las Vegas to a no-contest.
In a statement, Dennis Siver accepted for responsibility, but was adamant that it was
not an effort on his part to knowingly dope for the fight. Siver said he would like to issue
a public statement and give his fans and supporters the opportunity to form their own
opinion on how the alleged doping allegations against me came about. He added he
hired an external personal trainer and nutritionist before UFC 168 and the nutritionist
recommended a new diet method from the US to him, which had been successfully
used by the stars. Siver added he confirmed from the nutritionist if he could safely use
this supplement and it was confirmed to him but he made the mistake of not making
sure through the UFC if individual substances from the supplement could have effects
on the drug tests. In the statement, Siver said the B sample revealed a small
component of hCG in his urine sample – a minor ingredient of the diet preparation and a
substance which is banned in the UFC.
Siver added he doesn't want to blame anyone for this result and he takes full
responsibility for his gullible and careless behavior. He also remarked it was his mistake
and it was grossly negligent and he further remarked that he had distance himself from
any kind of doping and added in his previous sixteen UFC fights, not even the smallest
banned substance has been detected. Siver said this makes the current events all the
more disappointing and shocking for him and his team.
Siver is #7 in official Ultimate Fighting Championship featherweight rankings. He started
training in martial arts in 1994 when he started learning sambo, judo, kickboxing, and
taekwondo. Dennis Siver became the WAKO amateur kickboxing champion of Germany
in 1997 and was signed by the UFC after his win against Jim Wallhead at CWFC –
Enter The Rough House. His victory against Nate Mohr at UFC 93 in Dublin was
awarded the Knockout of the Night award where he managed to TKO his opponent via
a spinning back kick and punches.

